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The Challenges of
Adopting New Modalities
By Marilyn Mannisto Evans

Hospital and cancer program managementface a variety of
challenges in adopting new state-of-the-art treatmentmodalities.
This article examines such issues as appropriatetechnology
development, competition lor funds with other product lines. hospital
costs vs. reimbursement, obtaining reliable data to evaluate the
potential return on investment, and the recruitment of experienced
personnel.

T he decision of whether or not to
adopt new cancer treatment modal
ities. and the many issues that must

impact that decision, are giving cancer
program and hospital management cause
for concern. New treatment modalities
are advancing so rapidly that the trends of
a few years ago---dedicated oncology
units, hospice care, linear accelerators
are being eclipsed by such highly-sophis
ticated technologies as autologous bone
marrow transplantation (ABMT), high
dose brachytherapy, and genetic engineer
ing. Moreover, these new modalities
carry much higher price tags and require
highly-sophisticated equipment and per
sonnel. In tcday's environment of eco
nomic constraints, how management
decides to cope with this onslaught of
technological innovation could make or
break their cancer programs.

Targeting New Modalities
"The targeting of new cancer modalities
must be done by the program staff," con
tends Robert T. Clarke, M.H.A., Chief
Executive Officer of Memorial Medical
Center, Springfield, IL. "They are the
ones who are most in tune with where the
greatest hope lies for improving cancer
care. It is up to them to come up with a
laundry list for administration, to priori
tize those items and, in making up that
list, to take into account overall opportuni
ties and limited funds."

But, according to Ronald Deisher,
Executive Director, The Cancer Institute

Marilyn Evans is managing editor,
Oncology Issues.

of Kansas City, MO, "Today's rapid
advances in technology, make it difficult
for cancer program administrators to know
for certain which therapies ought to be
introduced." Those rapid advances also
put increased pressure on administrators
"to be reasonably familiar with technology
development," Deisher says. "They'll
have to be if they're to work effectively
with physicians and hospital administra
tion in making appropriate decisions on
which technologies to support and intro
duce in their centers," he warns.

Moreover, Deisher points out that
although "it's important to adapt and inte
grate new modalities in a timely manner,
often there isn't total agreement among
the physicians on staff regarding their
appropriateness or efficacy." For instance,
he says, "there is still significant disagree
ment among urologists regarding the use
of PSA tests in prostate screening and
among oncologists about ABMT." And
he adds, "When there is not widespread
agreement among your physicians, it is
difficult to decide on a level of support.
Many of these technologies represent an
enormous investment for the hospital."

Such decisions "must be based on the
competitive marketplace and the institu
tion's internal resources," says Jennifer L.
Guy, Administrator of Oncology for the
Saint Anthony Regional Oncology Center,
Columbus,OH. But you also can't
neglect the institution's mission. "The
mission of our system," Guy says, "is to
take care of the poor. How does adoptiing
fourth-modality treatments applicable to a
small percentage of patients balance with
that mission?"

II

Deisher agrees that mission is an
important consideration in new technology
development. "Our Cancer Institute's mis
sion is to coordinate and strengthen cancer
care resources and services for patients and
their families. That could mean adopting
new technologies that enhance the quality
of cancer care services, or it could mean not
adopting all of them. For instance, if we
can adequately strengthen our resources by
buying and sharing one piece of equipment
or new service, that is what we should do."

The main reason why the Queen's
Medical Center Cancer Institute decided
to develop an ABMT program is that "an
autologous transplant was not available
elsewhere in Hawaii," says Luana
Lamkin, Executive Director. "Patients
had to travel 5,000 miles to the mainland
to receive an ABMT." And, she adds,
"the good reports about its use for solid
tumors increased our interest."

Sometimes, however, cancer pro
grams find it is in their best interest not to
target certain new modalities. For
instance, according to Dean Gesme,
Assistant Medical Director, Mercy
Medical Center, Cedar Rapids, lA, the
institution has made a conscious decision
not to get involved in many "flashy, high
tech modalities" at this time, but to main
tain its focus on basic clinical research.
Gesme says that the program is "position
ing itself to be on the leading edge of
accepted new technology," but does not
believe that investing in "new, high-tech
procedures would result in improved
patient care when we have the University
of Iowa providing those services 25 miles
away." As a result, instead of trying 10
"compete head to head with the
University," Gesme says that the cancer
program "plans to wait for new technolo
gies to become fairly well accepted before
we adopt them. But we don't plan 10wait
until they are already considered standard
care." In other words, Gesme says the
institution is focusing on providing "stan
dard bread and butler care in keeping with
the latest guidelines."



such a unit. There are two other units in
town that are very well utilized and we're
currently sending a number of patients out
of our hospital to receive the therapy," he
notes. The institution expects "a payback
from the unit in about two years, and
that's after paring down the potential
patient volumes and being very cautious
about our projections," Angeloni explains.
But it is a "therapy that is applicable to
various cancer sites and will give us the
ability to treat a variety of cancers."

Greg Fecteau, Administrator of the
Mid-America Cancer Center, Springfield,
MO, based his financial analyses for a pro
posed ABMT program on tumor registry
data (number of applicable cases treated,
number of patient referrals to other ABMT
programs, demographic information for
Hodgkin's disease, Non-Hodgkin's lym
phomas, and breast cancers). "You must
also have the ability to identify associated
costs, and to determine if you have the
appropriate resources and what the return
on investment will be," he says.

Fecteau also maintains that it is
"important to look at the costs of standard
therapy because these patients will still be
in the system, whether or not they receive
an ABMT. For instance, we pulled the files
on two patients who were potential candi
dates for ABMT and tallied their medical
bills, which amounted to $65,000 and
$68,000 throughout their courses of treat
ment. With the advent ofGM-CSF, we are
close to matching that level of cost,"
Fecteau says. In fact, the Center expects
the costs of transplants will be about
$85,000, which will still provide the insti
tution with "a narrow margin of profit."

Katterhagen of St. Joseph contends
that "getting good, useful data regarding the
implementation and maintenance of a new
program, including the costs of renovation,
the cost of the technology, recruitment,
staffing, the number of potential patients,
payor mix, and the expected response of
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development decisions. "It's a continuing
challenge, especially in terms of new tech
nology and equipment, to have good data.
But that is a must in today's world," says

Wangenstein of Good
Samaritan Medical
Center. When she was
performing the financial
analysis for a high-dose
brachytherapy program,
Wangenstein relied on
"regular tumor
registry information, but
also data specific to cer
tain areas, such as radia
tion oncology, as well as
financial data. You must
know the real costs and

real levels of reimbursement, not just
charges," she warns. "That is particularly
important in a market like ours which is
dominated by managed care."

Moreover, because Good Samaritan
belongs to a five-hospital system based in
the Portland area, Wangenstein used "his
torical data from the tumor registries and
radiation oncology departments at the
other four institutions, which will all be
referring patients to the unit." She also
involved the hospital's business services in
checking reimbursement for the procedure
and she "talked with another hospital that
had a brachytherapy program in operation
for 10 months." The financial projections
that Wangenstein came up with included a
bad debt ratio. "They were very conserva
tive projections. In fact, real patient vol
ume is already double what we predicted."

Robert Angeloni, Administrator of
the Scranton (PA) Regional Cancer &
Imaging Center, has "preliminary data on
the volume of patients we can expect to
see if we set up a brachytherapy unit.
Based on the neurological,
obstetrics/gynecology, and pulmonary
departments and patient loads, we believe
we will have sufficient patients to sustain

The Quest for
Data

programs or the expan
sion of programs come
from the central com
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the medical board."
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what new cancer modalities should be ini
tiated at St. Joseph Medical Center,
Burbank, CA, according to J. Gale
Katterhagen, M.D., Medical Director of
the hospital's comprehensive cancer cen
ter. "But management, of course, has the
final word on new programs,"
Katterhagen says.

At Good Samaritan Medical Center,
Portland, OR, it is key physicians and the
medical director who guide the institu
tion's involvement in new cancer modali
ties. For instance, the start-up of a
high-dose brachytherapy unit was "initiat
ed by the radiation oncology group," says
Martha Wangenstein, administrator of the
cancer program. ''The planning process,
which took about six months, involved all
of those physicians, another radiation
oncologist in private practice, the physi
cist, and the chief technologist."

Finally, there is a central cancer com
mittee that oversees program development
at each of the five New York-based hospi
tals that comprise the Catholic Medical
System. I. Joseph Aprile, M.D., adminis
trator of the cancer program at Catholic
Medical Center of Brooklyn and Queens,
says that "all decisions regarding any new

Key Decisiorunakers
The decisionmakers in technology adop
tion questions vary from institution to
institution and from technology to tech
nology. WhentheQueen'sCancer
Institute decided to start up an ABMT
program, key decisionmakers in the plan
ning process were the medical director,
the chief operating officer, and the execu
tive director, Lamkin. "Of course, we also
involved nursing units and other depart
ments before a final decision was
reached," Lamkin says.

A cancer planning task force, com
prised of 18 physicians including primary
care and appropriate specialties, suggests
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10occur. Should we invest in expensive
modalities thai only benefit a few patients.
or focus on preventionand early detection
to improve morbidity and mortality out
comes for many? With the growing aware
ness of limited, finite resources, we are
already rationing care," Deisher contends.
"Look ar the Oregon model for Medicaid.
That was a conscious decision to provide
good primary care for many rather than
organ transplants for only a few."

"Reimbursement is becoming a major
dilemma," Angeloni notes, "especially (or
radiation therapy services. Projections and
cuts have everyone frightened and con
cerned about the next three to five years.
I'm sure we will adjust, as we have in the
past," he says, "but third-party payers are
making it difficult to provide quality of
care 10 all patients regardless of their finan
cial status, which is our mission."

When Queen's Cancer Institute decid
ed to start up an ABMT program, it didn't
require patient payment up front. But.
according to Lamkin, it is now "develop
ing a policy that if a patient's insurance
will only pay for 80 percent of the costs of
the procedure, the patient is responsible for
the remaining 20 percent, and we will try

comprehensive approach to care. It nukes
it more difficult for edminlsea rors10sup
port some very important cancer activities,
such as rehabilitationandsupportive care
services."

Moreover,as far as high-tech modali
ties are concerned, Deisher says that "it
will bedifficult to institute some of them
because they aregoing to involve a great
deal of expense andinsurers are reluctant
to reimburse for them... As a result, he
says. "administrators wilt behard put to
support some of them." He also predicts
that "as reimbursement grows tighter, hon
est, sincerely felt differences of opinion on
where resources should bespent are likely

Reimbursement
Constraints
Deisher believes thai reimbursement is a
"growing issue of concern to program
administrators, because it is forcing activi
ties into the office and outpatient settings.
That," he says, "is putting pressure on the
cancer program's bottom-line and on
administrators to move away from the

because "you end up
with moreparientrefer
rals. Even though a par
ticular modality won't
generatea positive cash
flow, if you don 't havea
full range of cancer
ueatmenr modalities,
you williosc patients."

Angeloni.
Administrator of the
Scranton Regional

Cancer & Imaging Center, concurs. "I' ve
been involved in community cancer pro
grams for more than 10years, and I know
that the ability to attract patients and
physicians is dependent Ir~PP
on the services thai they
perceive you have. and
their comfort level with
your ability to provide a
broad spec tru m of ser
vices and experienced
pe rsonnel. This is a
sil ent marketing too l;
knowing you 're as good
as your competitors,"

Therefore. Angeloni
says that his cen ter I ~!!!!!!!!!!!!!~~!!!!~;;!!!!!~ J
"looks al new modalities L,;

from a competitive vs. cost standpoint.
Certainly cost is a factor. Youmust make
sound decisions, but you also must keep
pace with your competition, If you don't ,
your program won't be perceived as being
as good as the other programs in town,"

Fecteaupoints 10 the importance of
"involving the community in program
development plans," If youdon't. he
warns,"new programswill be difficult to
implemem,' Fecteau's institution has a
communityadvisoryboard andbefore the
center initiated its ABMTprogram. it "got a
feel for communitysuppon." Membersof
the advisory board spoke with community
representatives.anditemsabout the pro
posed programappeared in local newspa
pe~ As a result, Fecteausays, "the
communityis rallying around the program."
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Marketing Clout
"We've broadened the number of technolo
gy choices at our institution," Clarke says.

referring physicians. is a problem, It's
difficultto come up with meaningful
figures, Most programsrelyon 'best guess'
data. which is very disturbing when you are
dealing with limitedcapital." Moreover.
Kauerhagen points 10 the difficulty of pro
jecting "what the costs and reimbursement
for a newmodality will be like five years
from now. Many administrators are using
very soft deta that are basedon questionable
asscmptions," Kattefhagen says.

Deisher also suspects thai in ectuali
ty, "too little market research is done, It' s
my experience rbat these rapidly develop-
ing technologies tend to overwhelm
admini strators, and they're almost com
pelled to make decisions based on pollri
cal pressures, rather than the actual market
and palienl needs."

"A common failing of cancer pro
grams is to perform a cost-analysis of one
modality and, if projections show a
negative cash flow. management doesn't
adopt the technology," says Clarke, CEO
at Memorial Medical Center, "You must
consider the 'halo effect' and collateral
effect of the technology," he maintains,
That is, "what collateral patients willcome
into your institution based upon possible
eligibility for the new technology, even
though they may not end up being candl
dales for the treatment."

Clarkecontends that market research
no( only needs "to estimate the numberof
patients with a certain type ofcancer thai
could benefit froma new modality, but the
percentagewho could qualify for treatment
withthe modality. andthenumberof
palients you are likel y 10 get 001of thetotal
martel share." He believes that the"great
est challenge to fi~ial and clinical people
is 10 calculate what may occur as a resultof
the halo effect and collateral benefits,"
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Competition from Within
Kanemagen contends that "it's a lotharder
10 push a programthrough in these days
when the oolters are tougher 10come by.

" New treatment
modalities are
u sually a dd-on
costs to the
institution and they
don~t usuaUy offset
other tecbnologies"
-ROBEKTT. C1ARKE

to collect that 20 percent up front." Such a
policy is necessary becauseofongoing
reimbursement difficulties. "We are still
negotiating with Hawaii Medical Service,
our Blue Cross/BJue Shield affiliate. They
originally suggested aninclusive fee of
$80,000 for our services, components per
formed at another hospital here. and all
physician charges. We are uncomfortable
with that. The figure would not allow us
to break even, and we don't think the hos
pital should bedisbursing funds to its
physicians."

WhenFecteau initiated financial fore
castings for Mid-America's ABMT pro
gram, "they includeda proforma loss from
thosepatients who would not beable to pay
the difference between insurancecoverage
andthe actual cost of the procedure," he
says. As far as the indigent anduninsured
are concerned. Fecteausays the Center will
have to "judge each case on an individual
basis." But he believes that "physicians are
becoming more astute in knowing the hcs
pltal's bottom-line." Accordingly,Fecteau
predicts that they will vstructure their refer
rals so that patients withoutany means of
paying probably wOO'1bereferred for an
ABMT." However, they did budget for bad
debt in their program.

"It's important to realize." Clarke
says, "that new treatment modalities arc
usually add-on costs" to the institution.
"and they don't usually offset otter tech
nologies. There are exceptions, such as
lithotripsy, which is one of the few cost
saving technologies which actually offsets
surgery costs and decreases lengths of stay.
But that doesn't often happen with new
technologies. You must recognize that the
cost picture 'Is. fixed reimbcrsemenr may
worsen raiber tben improve." he says.

Recruitment
Both Guy in Columbus. OH, and Lamkin
in Honolulu, HI, say it is diffi cult to
recruit experienced personnel, pan icularly
nurses with skills in oncology, In facl.
many of the managers rely on minimal
recruitment and, instead, provide intensive
training of cancer care providers who are
already on staff or inexperienced recruits.
particularly nurses and pharmacists.
Lamkin says thai they were able to recruit
"four nurses with ABMT experience. TIle
rest of the staff had two weeks of inten
sive classroom and application training."
Moreover, the four nurses that were
recruited spent a week at the BMT pro
gram at Dana-Farber Cancer Institute in
Boston. However, the necessary. experi
enced medical staff was already on board,

For the proposed brachytherapy pro
gram at the Scranton Center, Angeloni is
currently recruiting an additional radiation
therapist " with significant experience in
this area." Orberwise, he says, "we have
sufficient site capability as far as staffing
is concerned."

Fecteau emphasizes the need for "a
clinician with experience in ABMT up
front. The most integral part to putting
together an ABMT program is having a
physician who is interested in the program
andhas the expertise 10 help pUI it all
together." Fecteau's Center already had
three physicians on staff with experience
in ABMT. The Center also recruited an
experienced nurse manager for the trans
plant unit aod orber,internal nursing can
didates "will be going to tbe center at the
University of Nebraska Medical Center
for training. This will give us a core
group that can help educate other staff
members," Fecteau says.

Recruitment is a difficult task for
Gesme of Mercy Medical Center in Cedar
Rapids.IA. "Compensation here is fairly
low. the number of new oncology patients
is high. which makes for a high work load,
and we're surrounded by corn fields," he
notes. "We have had good luck in that
once we get physicians here, lhey lend to
like the lifestyle here and the turnover rate

programs within the area of cancer." As a
result, she says. "we can offer added value
components. such as cancer screening ser
vices." She also contends thai competition
among producllines for lhe funding for
new programs should "not bea problem as
long as you have good, reliable data."

Every programis clam
oring for those dollars
and there are many more
playerscompeting for
decreased cepital funds,"
But !hebonom-lire, in
Kanerhagen's opinion, is
whether or not a pro
posed program "makes
sound medical sense and
business senseto the

~......~ J medical staff. Thepr0-

posal, whether its developing an ABMT
program. purchasing new machinery, or
whatever, has to make good business sense.
Ifit doesn't, it won' t fly," he warns.

The ABMT program at Queens
Medical Center in Honolulu was "surpris
ingly easy to implement," Lamkin says.
"There was someconcern, primarily mat
we would perform enough procedures to be
proficient, but there was no realdissension
on the part ofother product lines regarding
the outlay that would be necessary 10

implement il. Also, our financial people,
both the chief financial officer and the chief
operating officer. were supportive. even
though they knew the program woold not
break even for a year or more. But the
medical director convinced them that. after
that time, it would bea coveredservice."

BUI, "given inpatienl onco logy loss
es, thereare only so many dollars the hos
pital is willing 10 allocate to the cancer
product line," Guy notes. And, unfon u
nately, she adds, "many hospital financial
officers can 't track how the dollars allo
cated to inpatient care accrue dollars on
the outpatient side."

a arke explains that management at
Memorial MedicalCenter "Iools at Ihc: taral
cancer product line and whether or not.
overall, it has a positive trend line, market
share. total volume, etc. If a positive trend
for thai: productlire reverses, then we will
have 10 look at individualprograms and
modalities within that product line,"
However, the amounts allocated for pro
gram development areprioritized by prod
uct line, Clarke says. Currently, cardiology
is the largest and most profitable product
line for the institution. But, Clarke predicts
that "given the general statistics of cancer,
oncology will probably be the largest prod
uct line in the future; it's coming of age."

Similarly, Wangenstein says that the
oncology product line at Good Samaritan
in Ponland is "fortunate in that we are
looked at as a prodcct hne, not individual
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is low." Moreover, Gesme is leery of
what impact the forthcoming resource
based relative value scale (RBRVS) of
payment for physicians under Medicare
will have on future recruiting efforts in an
area that has a high Medicare population.

Clarke of Memorial says that he has
come up with a "newconceptual model fOf
program development andnew modalities
in conjunctionwilhour search fora new
medical d irector for thecancercenter. I'm
thinking of giving ' x' percentage of all
total new net clinical income fromthe can
cer program over the next couple of years.
plus a seed grant from our foundation for
the next three years, and it will be up to the
medical director to come up with a plan for
using those monies," Clarke explains. "1
want to crea te incentive for the new pro
gramdirec toe to develop clinical programs
thaI will help retain our oncologists and not
drive them away into private practice."

Does High-Tech Belong
in the COmmunity?
At a recent seminar at the NationalCancer
Institute, WilliamPeters, M.D.•Ph.D., head
of the bone marrow transplant unit at Duke
University Medical Center, Durham,NC,
staled thai "bone marrow transplants should
only beperformed in academic centers and
by investigaton who don'! have a financial
profit motive for perfonn ing the procedure"
(that is, salaried physicians). Although
Peters admitted that "community physicians
are a vital pan" of Duke's program, he con
tended that "the learning curve is such that
this complex procedure needs to bedone in
a highly-specialized setting," In fact, he
explained thaI beforean institution can
enter patients on Duke-sponsored trials,
"they must demonstrate their proficiency 10

a quality assurancecommittee,"
"There is real logic to thaI point of

view," Deisher says, " 1think experimental
trials with ABMi must be donein a set
ting with a sufficient number of patients 10

ensure that the physicians are proncienC'
Deisher 's Cancer Institute has no plans to
begin an ABMT program. bul it is explor
ing the possibilityof autologous stem ce ll
transplants which. Deisher believes, " in
the long-term, may not bequite as neces
sary to limit to highly-specialized centers.
I think there is a strong position that this
treatment is appropriate for select patients
at the community level."

Kanerhagen emphasizes the need for
"prope r ex pen lse and coordination of

services if your are going
to do [ABMT] righ t.
Like coron ary a rte ry
bypasses, the more you
do. &he more patients you
see. the grea te r your
chance to significantly
impact morb id ity and
mortality," he says,

" I do n' t belie ve
there is any blanke t
answer as to which
modalities are appropriate10 deliver in a
community setting," Angeloni says. "11
depends on how quickly technology
advances andis disseminated," he says.
Moreover, he predicts thai "applications of
newmodalities in the community setting
will develop in areas we least expect al the
present time. And," he assert s that"there
are too many qualified oncologists in the
community setting. who have come from
university centers, and who arc fighting for
programs to proliferate andexpand," for
the push for high-tech medicine in thecom
munity setting to diminish.

Deisher echoes that view, predicting
a "growing interest at the cornrnunlrylevel
in new, high-tech procedures, because
there are more and more highly-trained
and highly-qualified oncologists practic
ing at the community level, who provide
the incentive to look at these procedures."
And he believes that those community
based oncologists will "want community
cancer program administrators and hospi
tal administrators to do these procedures
at the community level."

Another possible way to improve
community access to new technologies
may be affiliations with comprehensive
cancer centers (CCCs). For instance,
Fecteau says, "some of the research con
ducted in large institutions. such as work
with tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TIL),
is difficult to sponsor 011 the community
level. One of OUTgoals is to affiliate with
a comprehensive cancer center to increase
the number of patients on clinical proto
cols. to improve technology transfer, and
perhaps to perfonn some cancer control
studies." He thinks that " CCCS heighten
the awareness of what's going on and help
provide the best patient outcomes possi
ble. 1believe we can improve our services
by affiliating with an academic center."

Katterhagen asserts that although
there is "a lot of talk about affiliations with
CCCs, in actuality, they an: limited. CCCs

"

" We are still
trying to get
one oftbe
threeABMTs
that we've

performed; to
date, paidfor »

--1lJANA 1A\1KL"i

have just as many financial problems as we
do." Such affiliations will work,
Katterhagen says. "if both institutionscan
profit from it" But he points out, "a bospi
tal can enter into a dialogue with a CCC,
but it's the physicians on staff that refer
patients. It's not: so much a relationship of
hospital to hospital but of community
physician to academic physician."

A unique arrangement in Portland,
OR, has noe only prevented duplication of
ABMT services among competitors, bUI it
has provided competing institutions with
access to the same ABMT unit A con
sortium of five Portland-based hospitals,
known as the Colwnbia River Oncology
Program, was fonned to provide access to
clinical trials and cancer control trials.

However, according to Wangenstein
of Good Samaritan. which is a member of
the consortium, "we also share an ABMT
service that is based at one of the instiru
tions. Physicians from the other institu
tions have privilegesat the ABMT unit to
admit and treat patients. The hospital in
which it is housed completed a business
plan and decided to foot the start-up costs,
although the other hospitals were willing
to share those costs. It's now been in cper
arion for two years," and, she says, as a
cooperative program among competitors,
"i l has worked amazingly well."

But the bottom-line. according to
Kauerhagen, is that "community-based
programs have a limited ability to keep on
top of newdiagnostic and treatment inno
vations." He predicts that only the "Iarge
programs with 300or more beds which
are well-managed, have good cost
accounting systems, the support of key
physicians, strong medical and adminis
trative cancer directors, maintain a
healthy margin from operations (4 to 5
percent), and have an administration and
board that make the cancer program a
continuing priority within the institution
will be successful." •


